Victorian Toys
10 Just over one hundred years ago, in the Victorian times,
19 children had fewer toys than children have today and

Quick Questions
1. What three materials were most Victorian toys
made out of?

29 there were no computer games or mobile phones to play
38 with. Most Victorian toys were made from wood, paper
48 or metal – there were no plastic toys. Families with less

2. Number these statements from 1 to 3 to show the
order they appear in the text.

59 money would have to make their own toys to play with

There were no computer games.

69 and these often included dolls made out of clothes pegs

Lots of children played outside.

77 and paper windmills. Children would save up what

Families would make their own toys.

86 little pocket money they did have to treat themselves
95 to marbles, spinning tops, skipping ropes or kites from
103 a ‘penny stall’ in the market. Rather than
109 playing with toys, lots of children
113 played games outside with
115 their friends.

3. Why were the toys from the market a way for
children to ‘treat themselves’?


4. ‘from a penny stall...’
In this sentence, what is a ‘penny stall’?
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Answers
1. What three materials were most Victorian toys
made out of?
wood, paper and metal
2. Number these statements from 1 to 3 to show the
order they appear in the text.
1 There were no computer games.
3 Lots of children played outside.
2 Families would make their own toys.
3. Why were the toys from the market a way for
children to ‘treat themselves’?
Accept any sensible justification linked to the
fact that children did not have a lot of money,
e.g. They were a treat for children because they
could not buy them very often as they had so
little money.
4. ‘from a penny stall...’
In this sentence, what is a ‘penny stall’?
Accept any sensible definition which eludes that
a penny stall is a shop/stall from which people
could buy things for one penny.

